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QUESTION 1

You are a test developer using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). 

You are developing a test case that must be run multiple times with different input values for a specific field each time.
You have a list of values that will be used for the input. 

You need to modify the test to enter each value into the field. 

What should you do? 

A. Insert a parameter into the Action column of the test step and enter the input values into the Parameter Values pane. 

B. Insert a parameter into the Expected Results column of the test step and enter the input values into Parameter values
pane. 

C. Insert a parameter into the Action column of the test step. 

D. Create test steps for each input value in the Action column. 

Correct Answer: A 

Add parameters to a test case 

Create a parameter by typing a name preceded by "@" in the actions and expected results of your test steps. 
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Note: When you write a manual test, you often want to specify that the test should be repeated several times with
different test data. For example, if your users can add different quantities of a product to a shopping cart, then you want
to 

check that a quantity of 200 works just as well as a quantity of 1. 

To do this, you insert parameters in your test steps. Along with the test steps, you provide a table of parameter values. 

Reference: Repeat a test with different data 

 

QUESTION 2

You are the lead software tester for Contoso, Ltd. Your team uses Microsoft Visual Studio Premium 2012 to design and
test all company software. 

You are developing manual tests for a test plan for a new website. However, test steps that are used to log on to the
application are being used by many test cases. 

You need to create shared test steps. 
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Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Note: 
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Reference: How to: Share Common Test Case Steps Using Shared Steps 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You are using the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 1.0 process template. 

You are developing a test from an engineering document that has detailed verification information. 

You need to ensure that the document is directly accessible whenever a tester runs a specific step. 

What are two possible ways to accomplish this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Add a test step attachment. 

B. Add a test case attachment. 

C. Add a tested backlog items link. 

D. Add a test case link. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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B: Adding Details, Attachments, or Hyperlinks to a Test Case You can add information to a test case that provides more
information to implement the test case. 

You add details to test cases in the following ways: 

*

 In the Description or History field, type information. 

*

 Attach a file. 

For example, you can attach an e-mail thread, a document, an image, a log file, or another type of file. 

*

 Add a hyperlink to Web site or to a file that is stored on a server or Web site. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to perform exploratory testing. 

You need to test a Windows Store application. 

You need to configure the connection to the remote device running the Windows Store application. 

What should you do? (To answer, move the three appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

Before testing Windows Store applications, ensure the Microsoft Test Tools Adapter service is enabled. 

Once the service is enabled, in MTM 2012, connect to the test plan where you have your test suite. In the Testing
Center, click the Modify link next to “Perform manual tests using” to specify the remote device on which to run manual
tests. Select the “Remote device…” option and enter the name or IP address of the device you want to test. Click Test to
test the connection and then save your changes. 
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QUESTION 5

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You are using the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 1.0 process template. 

Your client has added new capabilities to a product in development, which necessitates a major change to existing test
cases. The product owner has created a new product backlog item (PBI) and has provided you a link to a document
that 

explains these new requirements. 

You need to provide easy access to the requirements document from the test cases. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. From the Test Suite window, add the requirement document by using Add Requirements. 

B. From the Links tab, link the requirements document to the PBI. 

C. From the Test Plan Manager, add a link to the PBI. 

D. For each test case, use the Tested Backlog Items tab to add a link to the PBI. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: Add requirements to a test plan 

Typically, you create a test plan for each iteration and area of your team project. Near the start of the iteration, you add
the product backlog items, user stories or requirements of that iteration to the test plan. 

1.

 In Microsoft Test Manager, choose Testing Center, Plan, Contents. 

2.

 Choose Add Requirements. 

3.
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 In Add existing requirements, edit the query to find the requirements you want. 

For example, you might add a clause to select the current Iteration Path. Or, you might choose requirements that are
not already linked to test cases. 

4.

 Choose Run to run the query and display requirements. 

5.

 Select the requirements you want to add. 

A: 

D: The Tested Backlog Items tab lists all the PBIs and bugs in a test case. By linking PBIs and bugs to test cases, the
team can track the progress made in testing each item. 
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Reference: Scrum process template work item types and workflow Creating Tests for Product Backlog Items, User
Stories, or Requirements 
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